
I have a pet. It is small. It is white.

It has a tail.

Its fur is soft.

long and curly

Need help with developing
your students’ writing skills?

3000+ Words for Writing3000+ Words for Writing —
The perfect companion for your
writing lessons!

and cuddly



My students don‛t have enough vocabulary 
when they write. I want to teach them 
more words around the same topic.

All words are vividly 
illustrated with photos 

or pictures

FREE audio recording
of the words providedon the web

Systematically

grouped under different

categories

3000+ Words for WritingThe 3000+ Words for Writing series covers
a wide range of thematic vocabulary 
which can surely boost your students‛ 
word power!

Useful resource bank 
for students to refer to 

when they write



Opinion essay Argumentative writing

Picture story

My students don‛t know how to organise their ideas 
so their writing has a poor structure. I want to teach 
them writing skills systematically.

Covering a variety of
text types

Description Diary News review

and more...

3000+ Words for Writing
There is a model writing for each topic
in the 3000+ Words for Writing series,
excellent for teaching students to produce
well-structured writing!

5W1H Questions

Story map

Timeline

Paragraphing

Mind map Teaching a wide range of 

writing skills, useful for tackling 

the TSA, HKAT and
other public exams

and more...



My students can only use a very limited range of sentence 
patterns when they write. They don‛t know how to apply 
the different structures they have learnt in their writing.

Perfect tool for teaching 
students to express their 

ideas in different ways

0°

3000+ Words for Writing

Practical situational dialogues 

are also introduced for 

teaching students authentic 
language use

You can find a great variety of 
sample sentences for each theme in 
the 3000+ Words for Writing series!



3000+ Words for Writing

 

Book 1

Happy school life

My body

Yummy fruit

Things we have

Beautiful nature

What are we doing?

 

Book 2

My school

Yummy food

People around me

Lovely pets

Helping at home

Our activities

Fascinating weather

 

Book 3

My school years

Free time fun

Eating out

Things in my home

My classmate

Let‛s celebrate

Once upon a time

 

Book 4

We love activities!

Fantastic food

Past and present

It‛s entertainment time!
Let‛s have fun in Hong Kong 
and Macau!

The places around me

 

Book 5

Good manners

Describing people

Travelling abroad

DIY is fun

In the news

At the hospital

 

Book 6

Interesting jobs

Writing fun

Festivals & celebrations

Save our Earth

Countries around the world

The world of science

•  Covering a variety of cross-curricular topics
   to prepare students for a smooth transition to
   secondary education
•  Can be used flexibly to match any textbook series

Teaching more than 3000 words from themes in the:
•  HK Education Bureau word list
•  Pearson Test of English (Young Learners)
•  Cambridge English Test (Young Learners)

3000+ Words for Writing
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Pearson is the world’s leading learning company. Our education business combines 150 years of  
experience in publishing with the latest learning technology and online support.

We work in more than 70 countries. Courses are available as books, online and through multilingual 
packages, helping people learn whatever, wherever and however they choose.

In Hong Kong and Macau, Pearson is the leader in all education sectors, ranging from pre-school, 
primary, secondary and higher education through to adult learning and you may be familiar with some 
of  our products – Longman Elect, Longman Dictionary of  Contemporary English among others.

About Pearson Pearson Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 3181 0123
Fax: (852) 2516 6860    
E-mail: hkcs@pearson.com
Website: www.pearson.com.hk
28/F, 1063 King's Road, Quarry Bay, Hong Kong


